ILMEA Auditions

Date: October 4, 216
Location: Addison Trail High School, Addison, IL
Times: 4:00 pm to 9:00 pm

The ILMEA Auditions are a chance for you to be selected as a member of the District 9 Honor Band and the State Honor Band. This one audition counts for both of these bands.

The District 9 Honor Band rehearsal and concert is November 12, 2016. The State Honor Band performs at the ILMEA Music Conference in Peoria January 26-28, 2017

Being selected for either of these ensembles is a huge honor but will take a lot of work.

Mr. Liska needs to know by Friday, September 16 if you plan on auditioning for these elite ensembles.

Return the portion below if you plan on auditioning. The audition does have a fee that the East Aurora Band will pay. If you drop out after September 16 you will be asked to refund the band program that fee.

You can go to www.yorkvillebands.comIMEA/Set_1.html for RECORDINGS of all of the etudes!!!!!!!

Return this to Mr. Liska completely filled out:

__________________________________________  _________________________
Name                                      ID#

__________________________________________  _________________________
Instrument                                 Grade in School